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ABSTRACT
Nanotribology has been in existence as a recognized
discipline for roughly 20 years, with the appreciation of the
importance of atomistic mechanisms of tribology existing long
before. In this paper, we briefly review why nanotribology is
important for advancing the science of tribology in general, and
we also highlight emerging applications where nanotribological
research is critical.
INTRODUCTION
Nanotribology, the study of friction, adhesion, lubrication,
and wear at the nanometer scale, is an interdisciplinary field
where the fundamental origins of tribological phenomena are
explored. While it is recognized as a basic science, it is also
relevant to multiple commercial applications. Several detailed
reviews of nanotribology already exist1-4, including a new
monograph5.
APPLICATION EXAMPLES
Computer hard disks are perhaps the most advanced and
successful example of nanotribology applied to a commercial
application5,6. In these systems, the magnetic media and the
recording head are protected from mechanical and tribological
contact with each other by diamond like carbon films only a
few nanometers thick, and a lubricant coating only a few
molecules thick. The fact that this system can operate for years
with high fidelity in a range of environments demonstrates that
tribological challenges can be successfully addressed at the
nanoscale. In this example, the only dimension engineered at
the nanoscale is normal to the surfaces.
In devices that are yet smaller in all dimensions, such as
micro- and nano-electromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS),
surface forces and surface phenomena can dominate driving
and inertial forces, and completely overwhelm gravity. This
affects the fundamental design considerations for small devices
and can seriously hinder functionality of a micro or
nanodevice. As an example, silicon-based MEMS that involve
contacting or sliding surfaces are often exhibit what is called
“stiction”, meaning parts stick together and cannot be separated
(adhesion) or slid relative to one another (high static friction)79
. Even when parts are able to slide, wear can so high that the
lifetime of the device is unsuitably low10,11. As of today, there
are no commercially available MEMS devices that involve

surfaces in sliding contact. Devices with non-sliding (or
perhaps with incipient sliding at most) do exist, such as the
Digital Micromirror DeviceTM (DMD)12. The successful
operation of this device required surface treatments to
minimize adhesion, and fast mechanical pulses are applied
continuously during operation to repeatedly break the
contacting interfaces to prevent increases in adhesion with
contact time.
In living systems, nanoscale interactions at interfaces
control much of the function of the biological system as a
whole. Examples where mechanical and tribological effects are
critical include cell-surface interactions13, molecular motors14,
and the packing of DNA into viruses15. For new and existing
applications where synthetic devices interface with biological
systems, such as drug delivery vehicles, diagnostics,
engineered tissues, and orthopedic implants, the understanding
of nano/bio interfaces is critical. Nanotribology has an
increasingly important role to play in this complex, challenging
arena.
SCIENTIFIC APPROACHES
Traditionally, tribology has often focused on measuring
friction coefficients and wear rates of materials for specific
conditions. However, it has long been appreciated that both the
friction coefficient and wear rate are not intrinsic physical
properties. Both of these are often strongly dependent on the
specific environmental conditions (temperature, gas
atmosphere), the sliding velocity, the load, the roughness and
cleanliness of the surfaces, and the sliding history of both
surfaces. Measurements can also be affected by the mechanical
stiffness and dynamics of the tribometer used to perform the
measurements. If fundamental, predictive understanding is to
be gained, then the complex nature of tribological systems
requires that experiments be at extremely well-defined
interfaces under well-defined conditions.
One approach that is enabled by nanotribology is to
perform experiments at the level of single asperity contacts.
Both measurements and simulations using single asperity
contacts have already provided a range of insights. The primary
tool used for experiments is atomic force microscopy
(AFM)16,17. Over twenty years of technique developments in
AFM have enabled force measurements in the sub-nanoNewton
regime, and produced tribological measurements with
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nanometer-scale spatial resolution on surfaces, where the
contacts are of nanometer-scale dimensions. Atomistic
simulations based on the molecular dynamics (MD) technique
have been used to model single-asperity contacts as well as
their dynamics during sliding. As mentioned above, many of
these advances are reviewed in detail elsewhere1-5. There are
several major challenges that confront nanotribologists, but two
key ones of a technical nature emerge as perhaps the most
pressing. First, the AFM technique still suffers from substantial
uncertainty, specifically in the proper calibration of measured
forces, and in knowing the precise composition and structure of
the tip. Calibration techniques exists but are not uniformly
applied18-26. Methods to characterize the tip are not as
established and in fact there is no way to know the identity,
position, and bonding state of every atom at the tip or sample in
a nanoscale interface, but progress is being made such as
through the use of in-situ techniques27-30. Further effort along
these lines is needed.
The second challenge pertains to the simulations. The time
scales are too rapid and the number of atoms too small, both by
orders of magnitude, to enable exact comparisons with the
conditions of experiments. In other words, the simulations are
not for the same asperity size or the same sliding velocity as
most experiments. Related to this, MD simulations are often
carried out simply under vacuum environments, unlike most
experiments. The size issue is become less of an issue as
computation power increases and some MD studies now do
match the size of experiments31, but velocities are still not
matched. Efforts to take advantage of massive parallelization,
accelerated MD techniques32, or other novel and creative
developments are needed. The potentials used in MD
simulations have been developed over many years with
tremendous effort, but validation of these potentials by
rigorous, testable means is lacking. A more careful examination
of the effects of the assumptions and approximations of
classical, empirical MD potentials when simulating tribological
interfaces should be carried out.
Using nanotribology to explain and predict tribology
phenomena in a general way is perhaps a “grand challenge” for
the field of tribology as a whole. Close collaboration and
communication between nanotribologists and macrotribologists
is critical. It is also critical that nanotribologists, regardless of
their background, familiarize themselves with the extensive
literature of contact mechanics and tribology. While much of
the published work may have a specific and engineering-based
focus, there is a tremendous amount of knowledge and a
remarkable range of phenomena explored and explained by
tribologists that merits appreciation by the newer community of
nanotribologists. This work can help nanotribologist to
properly choose materials, conditions, and scientific questions
which are truly relevant to solving important problems in
tribology.
The suggestions above are merely a few of many that are
worthy of consideration. The key conclusion is that major
opportunities exist for nanotribology to have a significant

impact on both our scientific understanding of tribology in
general, and on a range of technologically and commercially
important applications. Whether or not this succeeds will
depend on how forward-thinking, open, and communicative the
community is, and the extent to which it pursues rigor and
excellence using the highest standards of science and
engineering.
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